The material in this addendum supplements the *College Catalog 2018-2019* published on **Aug 20, 2018**

### Catalog Addendum Purpose:
What is the purpose of this addendum?

Corrections to errata regarding the Nursing programs.

### Catalog Addendum Effective Date:
What is the effective date of this addendum?

**Aug 20, 2018**

### Catalog Addendum:
List the detailed changes to the catalog, i.e. updated curriculum grid, updated tuition or fee, updated policy, etc.

- p. 17 - Replace “AAS LPN to ADN” with “AAS ADN”
- p. 39 - Under LPN to ADN admission requirements dot 3 change “Current LPN license” to “Current Ohio LPN license”
- pg. 41 - after ▲ Replace “B or better” with “C or better” and replace “a “B” in an RN course is 85%” with “a “C” in an ADN course is 80%”
- Pg. 42 - on the HCW to ADN grid, replace BIO103 Nutrition with MTH128 Statistics.
- pg. 42 - after ▲ Replace “B or better” with “C or better” and replace “a “B” in an RN course is 85%” with “a “C” in an ADN course is 80%”
- Pg. 228 - at top of page replace “For Health Programs” with “For non ADN or LPN Health Programs”. Above that, at the top of the page add “For ADN and LPN programs (Theory and Lab Courses) the Grading scale has been designated as:

  * 100-93 A
  * 92-86 B
  * 85-80 C
  * 79-70 D
  * 69-0 F

The above information replaces, supplements, or updates, the corresponding section(s) of the 2018-2019 Catalog on Page(s) [List the page number(s) to which the addendum specifically applies.]